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What is an API?

API = Application Programming Interface, also 
known as a Web Service

It is a way for a computer program to ‘talk’ to 
another computer program

It uses a standard way of exchanging data called 
‘REST’ hence sometimes called ‘RESTful’ APIs



The problem of building Uber

Uber is a popular taxi and ridesharing app.
To build Uber, you need:
• Mapping for the whole world
• An SMS text sending system (globally)
• A payment system (credit card system)

And you need all of this before you can launch and 
have your first customer!



The problem of building Uber

Luckily, Uber didn’t need to build any of this 
infrastructure themselves

Because they are provided as Web Services, 
otherwise known as APIs

Uber could focus on building the ‘special sauce’ of 
the product, not the infrastructure



The problem of building Uber

Google Maps for their global mapping and 
geolocation information



The problem of building Uber

Twilio for SMS sending



The problem of building Uber

Braintree for processing credit card payments



The problem of building Uber

Without the use of APIs, Uber could not possibly 
have raised funding from venture capital backers to 
build their product





Public utilities and APIs

APIs are the public utility infrastructure of the web, 
like the ‘railroad tracks’, ‘National Grid’, or ‘water 
mains’ that constitute physical infrastructure of 
countries

Providers take something that was previously 
hard to do (or impossible), and make it easier



Public Utilities, APIs, and platforms

Public utilities (and APIs) enable innovation:
● you can’t build a train until there are tracks
● you can’t sell fridges until there’s reliable mains 

electricity
● You can’t make satnav without GPS satellites
● you can’t make mobile apps until there are 

smartphone platforms to put them on 



Public Utilities, APIs, and platforms

What is special about infrastructure problems?
• hard/expensive/complex to build (...railways)
• requires national coordination (...motorways)
• only governments or huge orgs can do it (...GPS)
• once built, smaller orgs can innovate on (...apps)
• needs standards (...240V/50Hz, railway gauge)



The problem of Digital Growth Charts

The mathematics behind growth charts is complex
To implement, you need:
● Technical programming skills

● Clinical paediatrics knowledge
● Health Informatics knowledge
● Statistical expertise
This makes growth charts expensive for EPR vendors 
to implement. So they don’t. And they won’t.



The problem of Digital Growth Charts

But we can break this deadlock by building a web 
service that EPR vendors can use to implement 
Digital Growth Charts

“take something that was previously hard to 
do (or impossible), and make it easier”



RCPCH dGC API

So we built a Growth Charts API Server

digital-growth-charts-server

https://github.com/rcpch/digital-growth-charts-server


RCPCH dGC API
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RCPCH dGC Client

So we built a Growth Charts Client

digital-growth-charts-flask-client

https://github.com/rcpch/digital-growth-charts-flask-client


RCPCH dGC Client
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This is pioneering work

No other Royal College I’m aware of has ventured 
into provision of web services.

Providing Best Practice As A Service is “Royal 
Colleges 3.0”... (1.0 paper documents, 2.0 PDF 
downloads)

This is the future of development and distribution of 
clinical professional standards



Making the APIs Sustainable 

In order to be sustainable in the long term, the 
RCPCH needs to have a clear business model behind 
the API web service, to enable:
• further development and updates

• new API endpoints
• revenue generation for the College’s investment
• growing the RCPCH’s tech team
• wider dissemination of the idea of “Best Practice 

As A Service” to other Colleges and orgs
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